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Time Domain Modeling Method for the Coupling Analysis
of Branched Lines Excited by Ambient Wave

Zhihong Ye1, 2, *, Xin Xia1, Changchang Lu1, and Yu Zhang1

Abstract—An efficient time domain hybrid method, consisting of the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method, Norton’s theorem, transmission line (TL) equations, and some interpolation
techniques, is presented to realize the fast coupling simulation of branched lines (BLs) radiated by
ambient wave. Firstly, the branched lines are decomposed into multiple independent multi-conductor
transmission lines (MTLs) according to the branched nodes. Then the TL equations with interpolation
techniques are employed to build the coupling model of each MTL. The transient responses on these
MTLs are solved by the FDTD method, which are employed to extract the Norton circuits of these
MTLs acting on the branched nodes according to the Norton’s theorem. Finally, the correlation matrix
of the voltages and currents at the ports of the branched nodes is derived and solved. Meanwhile,
these voltages are fed back to the corresponding MTLs as boundaries to realize the interference signal
transmission among the BLs. Numerical examples about the coupling of branched lines contributed by
five wires in free space and complex environment are simulated and compared with that of traditional
FDTD to verify the correctness and efficiency of this proposed method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Various types of transmission lines are the crucial components of electronic and electric systems to
realize the data communication between different devices. To compress the space occupied by the
transmission lines, they must be bundled and then branched to connect to different devices. This
shape of the transmission lines is called as branched lines. Therefore, studying the coupling problem
of space electromagnetic fields acting on the branched lines is significant for the electromagnetic safety
evaluations of the electronic and electric systems.

Some field-line coupling methods have been proposed to deal with the coupling problem of the TLs
efficiently, such as Baum-Liu-Tesche (BLT) equation [1–4], FDTD-SPICE method [5–9], and FDTD-TL
method [10–13]. The common advantage of these methods is that they can avoid direct mesh division
of the fine structures of TLs. However, the BLT equation can only obtain a single frequency response
on the TLs via once computation. Its computation efficiency will be deeply decreased when the ambient
wave is a broadband signal, and the network scale of the TLs is large. Even though the time domain BLT
equation has been studied [16], a number of convolution operations are required, which should raise the
computational complexity apparently. FDTD-SPICE and FDTD-TL are both time-domain algorithms
and widely applied to the coupling analysis of the transmission line network excited by broadband
pulse signals. However, FDTD-SPICE requires tedious theoretical derivation when establishing the
SPICE equivalent circuit model of the TL network; meanwhile, the space electromagnetic fields and
the transient responses on the TL network need to be calculated respectively. It will cause a sharp
decline in the computation efficiency of this method with the increase of calculation time. The feature
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advantage of the FDTD-TL method is that it can synchronously compute the space electromagnetic
fields and the transient responses of the TL network. Hence, we have employed the FDTD-TL method
to deal with the coupling problems of the oblique transmission line and its network efficiently [14, 15]. In
these studies, the coupling model of the TL with arbitrary direction is constructed, and the interference
signal transmission between these single TLs of the TL network is realized by the application of Norton’s
theorem. However, the coupling analysis of the TL network contributed by multiconductor transmission
lines and containing branched structures cannot be directly solved via our previous researches.

Therefore, based on the FDTD-TL method and combined with the Norton’s theorem and
interpolation techniques, a time domain hybrid method is presented for the coupling analysis of
the branched lines efficiently. The detailed implementation process of this proposed method will be
introduced as follows.

2. THEORY OF THE HYBRID METHOD

The typical coupling model of branched lines excited by ambient wave is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed
that the BLs are located on a perfect conductor (PEC) ground, and the BLs are composed of several
MTL segments which are connected with each other via the branched nodes. In this work, the skin
effect of the BLs is not considered. It means that the loss of the BLs is ignored.

Figure 1. Coupling model of ambient wave acting on the branched lines.

The proposed time domain hybrid method applied to the coupling analysis of the BLs includes
three steps.

Firstly, the whole structure of the BLs is decomposed into several independent MTLs and branched
nodes.

Secondly, the coupling models of space electromagnetic fields to these MTLs are constructed by
the TL equations combined with some interpolation techniques, and then the TL equations are solved
by the FDTD to obtain the transient responses on these MTLs.

Finally, owing to the Norton’s theorem, the effects of these MTLs on the branched nodes can be
equivalent to Norton circuits, and the equivalent multi-port network considering the coupling of these
branched nodes is constructed. Then the admittance matrix representing the V-I relationship of this
multi-port network is constructed and solved to obtain the port voltages of the branched nodes, which
are fed back to the MTLs as boundaries to realize the interference signal transmission among the BLs.

Next, the implementation process of this proposed method will be introduced in detail from two
aspects of the coupling analysis of each MTLs and the equivalent circuit modeling of branched nodes.
In order to clearly explain our method, the BL model contributed by five transmission lines and split to
two sub MTL segments is employed, where the three MTL segments are named as MTL#1, MTL#2,
and MTL#3, as shown in Fig. 1. Meanwhile, the coupling effect between MTL#2 and MTL#3 can be
neglected under the condition that the angle between the directions of the two MTLs is large enough,
because the mutual effects between the MTLs are weak with the increase of the distance of the MTLs.
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2.1. Coupling Analysis of Each MTLs

The time domain TL equations representing the coupling of space electromagnetic fields to each MTLs
are expressed as

∂

∂l
V (l, t) + L

∂

∂t
I (l, t) = VF(l, t) (1)

∂

∂l
I (l, t) +C

∂

∂t
V (l, t) = IF(l, t) (2)

where l represents the direction of each MTLs. V (l, t) and I (l, t) represent the voltage and current
vectors on the MTLs. L and C are the per unit length inductance and capacitance matrices of the
MTLs, respectively, which can be calculated via the empirical formulas found from [17]. VF (l, t) and
IF (l, t) are the distributed voltage and current source terms of the TL equations, which can be expressed
as

VF (l, t) = − ∂

∂l
ET (l, t) +EL (l, t) (3)

IF (l, t) = −C
∂

∂t
ET (l, t) (4)

where ET (l, t) and EL (l, t) are obtained from the space electromagnetic fields, which are expressed as

[ET (l, t)]i =

∫ hi

0
eexz (x, y, z, t) dz (5)

[EL (l, t)]i = eexl (x, y, hi, t)− eexl (x, y, 0, t) (6)

where hi represents the distance of the i-th TL of the MTLs to the ground. [ET (l, t)]i is the integral
of the incident electric field component eexz vertical to the i-th TL, and [EL (l, t)]i is the difference of
the tangential electric field components eexl along the i-th TL and the surface of the ground. Because
the equivalent distributed source terms of TL equations are independent of the scattering fields of the
MTLs, the MTLs can be removed when the incident electromagnetic fields are calculated.

Because the directions of these MTL segments are different, and the heights of these MTLs may
be arbitrary values, the MTL structures cannot be entirely located on the edges of FDTD grids. Under
the circumstance, the incident electric fields along and vertical to the MTLs should be obtained by the
interpolation of the electric fields on the FDTD grids.

Firstly, the electric fields on the FDTD grids are utilized to obtain the tangential electric fields
along the MTLs to get the values of EL (l, t) via some interpolation schemes. When the MTLs are
meshed by the FDTD grid into multiple MTL segments, the starting and ending points of each line
of every MTL segment are located on the face of FDTD grid, and the center point of the line is just
located on the central plane of FDTD grid, as shown in Fig. 2. Then, the electric field along the line
at the center point can be obtained via the dot product operation of the electric field vector E at

Figure 2. Interpolation scheme for the tangential electric fields of the MTLs.
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the center point of the line and the unit direction vector el of the line, which is expressed as E · el.
Here, el is established via the coordinates of the starting and ending points. E is contributed by three
electric field components Ex, Ey, and Ez at the center point of the line, which should be obtained by
the interpolation of the corresponding electric field components on its and adjacent FDTD grids. Here,
taking Ey as an example, the interpolation formula can be expressed as

Ey = (1− η) [ξEy1 + (1− ξ)Ey3] + η [ξEy2 + (1− ξ)Ey4] (7)

where Ey1, Ey2, Ey3, and Ey4 are the electric field components on the edges of the FDTD grid. η and
ξ are the scale factors of the center point in the FDTD grid, respectively. If the coordinates of this
center point and the starting position of the whole computation region are assumed as (xs, ys, zs) and
(xm, ym, zm), the scale factors η and ξ are computed by η = (xs − xm) /∆x− int [(xs − xm) /∆x] and
ξ = (zs − zm) /∆z− int [(zs − zm) /∆z], respectively, where ∆x and ∆z are the space steps used by the
FDTD, and int [·] stands for the rounding operation.

Ex and Ez should be interpolated from eight electric fields on the edges of its and adjacent FDTD
grids, and the detailed interpolation formulas can be found from [14].

Then, the vertical electric fields of the line are interpolated from the electric fields on the FDTD
grids and integrated to obtain the values of ET (l, t). As shown in Fig. 3, two electric fields Ez on
the edges of the FDTD grid are used to obtain the electric field component Einc

z via the interpolation
scheme, which is expressed as

Einc
z = αEz3 + (1− α)Ez4 (8)

Figure 3. Interpolation scheme for the vertical electric fields of the MTLs.

The electric field Einc′
z adjacent to the line needs to be interpolated from four electric fields Ez on

the edges of its and adjacent FDTD grids, which is expressed as

Einc′
z =

{
[(0.5+β) [αEz1 + (1− α)Ez2] + (0.5−β) [αEz3 + (1− α)Ez4]] β < 0.5

[(1.5−β) [αEz1 + (1− α)Ez2] + (β−0.5) [αEz5 + (1− α)Ez6]] β ≥ 0.5
(9)

where α and β are the scale factors for the positions of the starting or ending points in the FDTD grid.
If the coordinate of this starting point is set as (xn, yn, zn), the scale factors α and β are computed by
α = (xn − xm) /∆x− int [(xn − xm) /∆x] and β = (zn − zm) /∆z − int [(zn − zm) /∆z], respectively.

When the calculation of the distributed source terms is completed, the TL equations are established.
Then, the FDTD’s central difference scheme is utilized to discretize the TL equations to obtain the
transient voltage and current responses on the MTLs and their terminal loads.

2.2. Equivalent Circuit Modeling of Branched Nodes

Because the port voltages of these MTLs connecting to the branched nodes cannot be discretized
and solved by the FDTD’s central difference scheme, forward and backward difference schemes are
appropriate ways for the solutions of these voltages. Here, taking the terminal voltage VN of one line
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Figure 4. Port voltage VN solved by the backward difference scheme.

of MTL#1 as an example, the current flowing into the branched node is assumed as IL, as shown in
Fig. 4, where N is the node number of the voltages on this line. Then the backward difference scheme
is employed to discretize Equation (2) where the source term I F at terminal position is zero, which is
expressed as

1

∆l1/2

(
In+1
L + InL

2
− I

n+ 1
2

N− 1
2

)
+ Ce

V n+1
N − V n

N

∆t
= 0 (10)

where n represents the current time step, Ce the self capacitance of this line, ∆l1 the grid size of MTL#1
under the division of the FDTD grid, and ∆t the time step of the FDTD.

Thus, the calculation formula of current IL can be arranged as

In+1
L = I

n+1/2
LH +GeqV

n+1
N (11)

where

Geq = ∆l1
Ce

∆t
(12)

I
n+1/2
LH = −2I

n+1/2
N−1/2 − InL −GeqV

n
N (13)

It can be seen from Equation (11) that the effect of this line to the branched node can be equivalent
to a Norton circuit, as shown in Fig. 5, where the circuit consists of a current source ILH and equivalent
admittance Geq.

Figure 5. Norton equivalent circuit.

On the basis, the effects of these MTLs on the branched nodes can also be equivalent to Norton
circuits, and then the whole equivalent circuit model of the branched nodes is constructed, as shown in
Fig. 6. Moreover, the effects of the branched nodes to these MTLs are replaced by controlled voltage
sources.

It needs emphasis that these Norton circuits should affect each other inevitably due to the existence
of mutual inductance and capacitance effects between these MTLs. Therefore, the equivalent circuit
of the branched nodes is regarded as a multi-port network, as shown in Fig. 7, and the relationship
between the port voltages and current sources of these Norton circuits is constructed by the admittance
matrix, which is expressed as

GU = I (14)

In Equation (14), U is the port voltage vector and expressed as U = [U1, . . . , Ui, . . . , UN]
T, where

N indicates the port number. I is the current source vector and expressed as I = [I1, . . . , Ii, . . . , IN]
T,

where Ii = − (ISHi + I ′SHi), and i stands for the i-th port of the network. G is the admittance matrix of
the network, and the element values of G are computed by the equivalent admittance of these Norton
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Figure 6. The whole equivalent circuit model of BLs.

Figure 7. Admittance matrix construction of the port voltages of branched nodes.

circuits, which are written as Gii =
N∑

j=1

(
Geqij +G′

eqij

)
and Gij = −

(
Geqij +G′

eqij

)
, i ̸= j, where Geqij

is obtained from the p.u.l capacitance matrices C#1 of MTL#1 and expressed as

Geqij = ∆l1 · [C#1]ij/∆t, i = 1, . . . , 5, j = 1, . . . , 5 (15)

Meanwhile, G′
eqij is computed by the p.u.l capacitance matrices of MTL#2 and MTL#3, and its

corresponding matrix is expressed as [
G′

eq

]
=

[
G#2 0
0 G#3

]
(16)

where

[G#2]ij = ∆l2 · [C#2]ij/∆t, i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2, 3 (17)

[G#3]ij = ∆l3 · [C#3]ij/∆t, i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 (18)

where C#2 and C#3 are the p.u.l capacitance matrices of MTL#2 and MTL#3, respectively. ∆l2 and
∆l3 are the grid sizes of MTL#2 and MTL#3 divided by the FDTD grid respectively, as shown in
Fig. 6.

Then the voltages on the ports of the branched nodes can be solved by the inverse operation of
Equation (14), which is expressed as

U = G−1I (19)
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3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this section, the time domain hybrid method is adopted to simulate the coupling problems of ambient
wave to the branched lines on the PEC ground and in the shielded enclosure, respectively. Then, the
calculation results are compared with those of the traditional FDTD method to verify the correctness
and efficiency of the proposed method.

The coupling model of five branched lines on the PEC ground excited by ambient wave is shown in
Fig. 8, where the size of the ground plane is Lc×Wc = 1m×1m, and the height, radius, and distance of
the branched lines are 1 cm, 1mm, and 1 cm, respectively. The angles between the directions of MTL#2
and MTL#3 with the horizontal direction are both 37◦, and the terminal loads of the branched lines
are R1 = R2 = R3 = R4 = R5 = 50Ω and R6 = R7 = R8 = R9 = R10 = 100Ω. The Gaussian pulse
with magnitude 1000V/m and pulse width 2 ns is perpendicular to the branched lines.

Figure 8. Coupling model of branched lines on the ground.

The hybrid method and FDTD method are utilized to compute the transient responses on the BLs
and their terminal loads, and the comparisons of the voltages on the loads R3 and R9 are shown in Fig. 9,
where good agreements of the results of the two methods can be found evidently. To further verify the
accuracy of this proposed method, we assess the mean relative errors (MREs) of the voltage responses

on all loads, as shown in Fig. 10. Here, MRE is defined as 1
N0

N0∑
i=1

(∥∥V real (i)− V base (i)
∥∥ / ∣∣V base (i)

∣∣),
where N0 is the sampling point number of each load’s voltage, and V real and V base are the voltage
values obtained by the proposed method and FDTD method, respectively. ∥·∥ stands for the Euclidean
norm.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Terminal loads’ voltages computed by the two methods for the first case: (a) voltage
responses on R3, (b) voltage responses on R9.

We can see from Fig. 10 that the maximum MRE of the voltages of all loads is only 3.2%. It means
that this hybrid method has the same precision as that of full wave algorithm.
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Figure 10. Mean relative errors of the voltages on all loads for the first case.

To further verify the efficiency of the proposed method, the grid number and computation time
required by the two methods are compared in Table 1. Here, nonuniform grid technique is employed in
the traditional FDTD method to improve the computation efficiency. It means using fine grid to mesh
the branched line region and coarse grid to mesh other regions, where the fine grid size is 1mm, and
the maximum coarse grid size is 5mm. Meanwhile, the grid size selected by the proposed method is
5mm. We can see from Table 1 that the proposed method reduces certain computation time compared
with the FDTD, because it can avoid directly meshing the fine structures of branched lines.

Table 1. Grid number and cost time required by the two methods for the first case.

Numerical Method Grid Number Cost Time (min)

FDTD 5.4× 106 6

Hybrid Method 1.6× 106 1.5

The coupling model of the branched lines in the shielded enclosure excited by ambient wave is
shown in Fig. 11, where the dimension of the enclosure is Lc × Wc × Hc = 100 cm × 100 cm × 50 cm.
The upper surface of the enclosure contains three narrow slots with length 50 cm and width 5 cm. The
structure parameters and terminal loads of the branched lines are the same as that of the first case.
The incident wave is also a Gaussian pulse, and its wave parameters is the same as the first case, which
is perpendicular to the upper surface of the enclosure.

Figure 11. Coupling model of branched lines in shielded enclosure.
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In the same way, the hybrid method and FDTD are used to compute the transient responses on
the BLs and terminal loads. The comparisons of the voltages on the loads R1 and R9 obtained by the
two methods are shown in Fig. 12. Meanwhile, all loads’ voltage responses of the two methods are also
estimated by the MRE analysis, as shown in Fig. 13. Obviously, the maximum MRE of the voltages of
all loads is about 7.2%, which proves that this proposed method also has high precision even in complex
electromagnetic environment.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Terminal loads’ voltages computed by two methods for the second case: (a) voltage
responses on R1, (b) voltage responses on R9.

Figure 13. Mean relative errors of the voltages on all loads for the second case.

4. CONCLUSION

An efficient time domain field-circuit hybrid method is presented to solve the coupling problem of
branched lines excited by space electromagnetic fields. Firstly, the branched lines are decomposed
into independent MTL structures and branched nodes, and the whole equivalent circuit model of the
branched lines is constructed via the Norton’s theorem. Then, the coupling models of these MTLs are
constructed by the TL equations and interpolation techniques, and the voltage and current responses on
these MTLs are solved by FDTD to obtain the current sources and equivalent admittance of the Norton
circuits. Finally, the admittance matrix representing the relationship of the port voltages of branched
lines and current sources of Norton circuits is constructed, and then the port voltages are solved and
fed back to the MTLs to realize the interference signal transmission of whole branched lines. Coupling
simulations of the branched lines on the ground and in the shielded enclosure are employed to verify the
correctness and efficiency of the proposed method by comparing with the traditional FDTD in terms of
the simulation precision and computation time. In the future work, the skin effect and coupling effect
of the branched lines will be fully considered in this method to further enhance its precision.
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